The policy and procedure materials listed below should provide you with all the information needed to have a successful experience here at Pickens Technical College. Your signature verifies that you have received or electronically accessed, carefully read and fully understand the policies and procedures set forth in the Aurora Public Schools Safe Schools Policies and Regulations Brochure and the Pickens Student Handbook. All of the listed materials are available under Information – Current Students on the Pickens website at www.pickenstech.org. Printed copies are available in the Registration Office.

Student Name Printed: ___________________________ Pickens’ Program: ___________________________

Read the material listed above and then check the first two boxes and the following four blank choices.

☐ I read the APS Safe Schools Policies and Regulations – esp. Responsibilities, Discipline & Weapons

☐ I read the Pickens Student Handbook – focusing on Absence Reporting, Student Attire and Conduct

Media Release …. release of photographs/video – (check one): ___I DO consent ___I DO NOT consent

Field Trip Permission …. participate or attend – (check one): ___I DO consent ___I DO NOT consent

Grade Consent … disclosure of grade point averages – (check): ___I DO consent ___I DO NOT consent

Internet Agreement … abide by the guidelines – (check one): ___I WILL abide ___I WILL NOT abide

Sign and record the date of the signatures. Return this completed form to the program instructor.

Postsecondary Student Signature: ______________________________________________________

Date of Signature: ______________ (month) _____ (day), _______ (year)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2011-13 Suspension & Clery Crime Statistics Report (Required by all colleges receiving federal funds.)

2010 Suspension (10 by 9 students): theft (4), alcohol (3), bullying (1), dangerous weapon (1 with 1 arrest and 1 expulsion), weapon (1)

2011 Suspensions (13 by 10 students): drug abuse (7 with 2 arrests and 2 expulsions), theft (3 with 2 arrests), weapon (1), vandalism (1), reckless driving (1), arson (1 incident on public property adjacent to the school by a non-student, no suspension)

2012 Suspensions (11 by 11 students): alcohol (2), drug abuse (2 with 1 arrest), disobedience (2), profanity (2), theft (1), dangerous weapon (1 with 1 arrest and 1 expulsion), weapon (1)

2013 Suspensions (16 by 16 students): fighting (4), controlled substance/marijuana (12) 7/23/14